**Below is a list of the required novels for summer reading for each grade level. A reading test will be given during the first two weeks of school in the Honors English courses. Also, all written work must be submitted by Friday of the first week of school unless otherwise noted differently below.**

**9th grade Honors English**
NOVEL– 1984 by George Orwell
*There is no written assignment for this novel, but be prepared for a reading quiz.

**10th grade Honors English**
NOVEL– Native Son by Richard Wright
*Native Son: Diagnostic essay is required & due a week prior to the first day of class.

**10th grade Pre-AP English**
NOVEL– Outliers by Malcolm Gladwell
*Outliers: Diagnostic essay is required & due a week prior to the first day of class.

**11th grade Honors English**
NOVEL– Anthem by Ayn Rand
*Anthem: Summer Reading Essay Project is due by the end of the first week of school.

**11th grade AP English**
NOVEL #1– A Just Mercy by Bryan Stevenson
NOVEL #2– Student’s Choice
(Students must notify Mr. Weise with their choice of the second required novel reading.)
*A Just Mercy: Two diagnostic essays are required & both are due to Mr. Weise a week prior to the first day of class.

**12th grade Honors English**
NOVEL– A Raisin in the Sun by Loraine Hansberry
*A Raisin in the Sun: Summer Reading Project with discussion questions & an essay due by the end of the first week of school.